
Is this question relevant to your 
project? (Please check the box)

If yes, please rate the extent 
to which this topic is addressed. *

How can individuals trust in sharing personal data with 3rd parties?

How can compliance with original consent be guaranteed when data  
is shared with 3rd parties?

What is the value in sharing of (personal) data?

What are benefits and risks to individuals and/or society of (not) sharing?

How are these risks assessed regulary?

How do you define the success of data sharing objectives?

Do you know what kinds of data require consent to be shared?

How can a participant widthdraw from the data sharing?

How do you proceed when the accuracy of the sharedpersonal data  
is being challenged?

What are the expected management standards concerning staffing levels  
and training staff in relevant data sharing procedures?

How can you adjust your processes due to new requirements by the user?

How can data securly be deleted?

Do you know the legal basis for the data sharing and any subsequent processes?

How is a demand to access shared personal data by public authorities handled?

How is request for a voluntary disclosure of shared personal data  
by third parties handled?

How is dealt with the users right to object to the data sharing?

Are there restrictions on the transfer of personal data  
outside the European Economic Area?

How is a demand to access shared personal data by public authorities handled?

TRUST-
WORTHINESS

How relevant are these topics to your project?

Trust Cards: Trustw
orthiness  *  Transparency  *  Privacy &

 Com
pliance  *  Security

*Rating Scale: 0 = Not covered ; 1 = Low ; 2 = Medium ; 3 = High
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Is this question relevant to your 
project? (Please check the box)

If yes, please rate the extent 
to which this topic is addressed. *

How can end-users trust devices are secure?

How can an easy-to-understand privacy policy be designed?

How can the risks for the end-user when sharing data be minimised?

What parties are involved / have access do the shared personal data? Why?

How can the results of any Privacy Impact Assesments covering the data sharing be  
made available to the user?

How can transparency on what data is shared be achieved?

What data / processes are you planning to make transparent? How?

What kind of personal data is being shared?

How are the users tracked and audited?

What sort of user logs are available?

Who is responsible for securing the users personal data?

How can the user be shown that he is still in control of his data?

How is the user informed when breaches are detected?

Where are the network endpoints and who has access?

How do you ensure useres data is erased?

What is listening to / analyzing the traffic generated by the user?

TRANSPARENCY How relevant are these topics to your project?
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Is this question relevant to your 
project? (Please check the box)

If yes, please rate the extent 
to which this topic is addressed. *

How can de-anonymization risks be predicted and prevented?

How can anonymization be guaranteed without losing data utility?

How can pseudonymization be made more effective? 

How can de-anonymization from third parties data users be guaranteed? 

What legislations are you aware in terms of compliance?  
Across EU and between EU and other countries?

What security standards you adopt in terms of data storing and sharing?

How can liability for data and system integrity, security breaches etc be guaranteed?

What are the required governance frameworks and required certification  
procedures to protect against this issues?

How can security risks be controlled and avoided when more and more  
meta-data becomes available?

How can end-to-end data integrity be maintained in case of complex  
and integrated systems?

How can adequate end-to-end security, privacy / security by design, etc be guaran-
teed, when other constraints (e.g. time-to-market) force to deliver solutions in a 
short amount of time

How can divergencies in the level of protection if multiple data protection  
jurisdictions are involved be overcome?

What standard contract terms covering data protection and security are applied  
if data processors are used?

How is it guaranteed that user and provider are able to comply with  
data protection laws?

What data sovereignty laws are you subject to?

PRIVACY & 
COMPLIANCE

How relevant are these topics to your project?
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Is this question relevant to your 
project? (Please check the box)

If yes, please rate the extent 
to which this topic is addressed. *

How can the risk of large-scale attacks be prevented or mitigated?

How will the heterogeneity and large number of devices affect the deployment of 
effective/scalable security measures?

How will the heterogeneity of devices affect the security update management of 
the devices?

How can physically accessible devices be protected?

How can users be convinced that the data is protected sufficiently?

What guarantees your commitment to implement, resource and review all data 
protection and security obligations?

How do you proceed in the case of a significant breach of security (e.g. data loss)?

How is physical access to the hardware granted and revoked?

Who has administrative access to the hardware and how is it managed?

How is the hardware controlled, audited, logged, backed up, patched and updated

What happens in a failover situation?

Where do the files go when in transit and how are they protected?

Are CDNs in use to accelerate traffic and can the traffic be encrypted with said 
CDNs?

How is the encrpytion handled and who has the keys?

How are users authenticated?

Where is data stored and who has access?

How are user keys maintained / restored and who has access to them?

Who owns the stored files?

SECURITY How relevant are these topics to your project?
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